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Lotje Meijer

is a painter and

sculptor who grew up in Holland, where the landscape
is thoroughly domesticated and marked by centuries
of human activity: by farming, war and urbanisation. In
Europe, light is soft, muted, hazy, often grey. Its flora and
fauna are familiar, taken for granted.

As an adult, Meijer migrated to Australia. Her new
country couldn’t be more different, with its vast areas of
untouched wilderness and big blue skies casting bright,
clear light, its ancient topography populated by bizarre
plant and animal species.
In 2019 Lotje will be launching her second book:
“Paintings & Drawings”. The collection of paintings and
drawings in this book represents many years of work

The Lookout 2, pastel on paper, 108x141 cm

Observing the artist’s progress

by an artist whose acute observation, lively intellect and
imagination, exacting technique and total dedication has
earned her a solid reputation around the world.
One of Meijer’s early works in Australia featured the
Platypus. This extraordinary animal had first captured her
imagination as a child growing up on the other side of the
world. Titled ‘LOOKING FOR THE STITCHES’ (1991),
it is a wonderful painting, full of glowing golden light

Night Watchman, oil on canvas 112x125 cm

Belonging, oil on canvas, 85x130 cm

The Arrival—Like a fish out of water, oil on canvas, 85x130 cm

that illuminates a group of eighteenth century scientists
peering at yet another improbable Antipodean specimen.
The European discovery of the secretive platypus rocked
the zoological world and the creature continues to puzzle
scientists to this day. Over time, Meijer’s hundreds of
studies of the Platypus at wildlife zoos and aquariums have
informed a large series of drawings and paintings, some of
which are represented in this book.
Meijer’s talent became obvious early and by the age of 12
she was receiving private tuition from Dutch painter Jan
Brugge, who instilled the value of hard work and mastery of
technique. In Europe, Brugge is respected as an influential
Modernist whose long and varied career shows a clear
path from figurative to abstract art. Later, Meijer studied
in the city of Groningen at The Academy of Arts Minerva,

bastion of The Dutch Northern Realist Painters since the
mid-twentieth century. The Minerva traditionally promotes
the fundamental values of strong draughtsmanship and
rigorous approach.
There, her most influential teachers were Diederik
Kraaijpoel and Leo Schatz. Kraaijpoel is an important
Dutch painter, sculptor and writer who is wellknown in
Europe for his outspoken advocacy of figurative art. Schatz
is also highly significant in Dutch art history: he was one

The Boys, ink on paper 48 x 135 cm

of the last surviving members of Cobra, a movement that
revolutionized modern art in Northern Europe, promoting
the value of experimentation and freedom of expression.
Meijer’s European legacy – strength of technique, sensuous
delivery of well-articulated observations and conceptually
resolved imagery - continues to underpin her work. She
has developed a distinctive textural, almost sculptural,
method of building the surface of her paintings with
generous layers of oil pigment which she uses in many of

The Collector, oil on canvas, 112x122 cm

her works. Heavy impasto is laid down next to thin,

birds that are astonishing and extraordinary

delicate shapes. Flat elements serve to heighten

to someone who grew up in northern Europe.

the experience of the three dimensional. The viewer

The invisible Frogmouth, an extended family of

is invited to enter the picture by stepping through

Kookaburras and a Bowerbird with a fetish for blue

metaphorical portals. Exaggerated scale lends

pegs, are fascinating to her.

monumentality to paintings and drawings alike. The
intricate and complex way she works allows for solo

While the wonderfully mesmerising Owls and

exhibitions only every two or three years.

the majestic Wedge-tail Eagle are the product of
countless sketching expeditions to a nearby wildlife

Australia is fascinating and inspiring and Meijer

sanctuary, most of the bird paintings and drawings

loves it. She is totally engaged with her new life and

are based on life studies of native species living

its artistic possibilities … but ties to Holland are still

around her bushland studio. Over the years, the

strong. The exploration of this tension within herself

birds and Meijer have developed a rare mutual trust,

has become an abiding theme in her work: the

sharing close proximity and silent conversation.

concept of homeland and the sense of being pulled
between two loves, two lands.

Subjects are rendered on an unexpected,
larger-than-life scale, creating a greater, more

The perspective of the immigrant resonates in a

intense intimacy between bird and viewer. These

multicultural country like Australia, and provides a

extraordinary dramatic images avoid clichés.

window into the nature of belonging for those who

Instead, unjaded by familiarity, Dutch-born Meijer

have never left home. Some of Meijer’s paintings

brings a unique perspective to the portrayal of

are surreal landscapes that describe belonging to

Australian birds.

two different worlds. Many tell a story - a narrative
containing mystery and fantasy. The images hide

Meijer’s gift to us is arresting and intellectually

secrets – perhaps a magnet, anchor, a compass, a

intriguing imagery forged by a master into objects of

fish (out of water). Other symbols are apparent on

great beauty and enduring quality. The work is part

the picture plane, for the world to see.

of an ongoing narrative shaped by a magic realist
imagination and has the potential to offer something

Meijer’s audiences don’t need a motif to recognize

new with each viewing.

her work. Her paintings are not distinguished by
particular imagery or style, which changes as she

Lotje Meijer is a private person who works in

engages with a new subject, but however loaded

isolation, surrounded by an extraordinary world

with meaning her works are usually based in the

heritage landscape rich with inspiration for this

natural world.

Dutch-born Australian artist.

Living in the Blue Mountains, she can readily
engage in the study of Australian fauna. Her
environment is habitat to many species of native
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